SYMPOSIUM ON EXTRATERRITORIALITY AND DATA PROTECTION
PROGRAMME
6 May, 2015, Law Faculty Utrecht University
Raadzaal, Achter Sint Pieter 200, 3512 HT Utrecht

Welcome and Introduction

13.00 – 13:20: Introductory words by Prof. Cedric Ryngaert

Presentations and Discussion

Part One: The Extraterritoriality of Data Protection Law

13:20 – 14:00: Dr. Christopher Kuner (Vrije Universiteit Brussels and University of Copenhagen)
Transborder Data Flow Regulation and Extraterritoriality

14:00 – 14:40: Prof. Paul de Hert (Vrije Universiteit Brussels and Tilburg University)
The Extraterritoriality of the EU’s Proposed General Data Protection Regulation: Exporting Values beyond the State

14:40 – 15:00: Coffee break

Part Two: The Extraterritorial Reach of Recent CJEU Jurisprudence

15:00 – 15:40: Dr. Luisa Marin (Utrecht University)
The Digital Rights Ireland Decision and its Extraterritorial Effects on EU-Third State Agreements

15:40 – 16:20: Mr. Brendan Van Alsenoy (KU Leuven) and Miss Marieke Koekkoek (KU Leuven)
The Extra-Territorial Reach of the EU’s ‘Right to Be Forgotten’

16:20 – 16:40: Coffee break

Part Three: Extraterritorial Jurisdiction

16:40 – 17:00: Miss Mistale Taylor (Utrecht University)
Exercising Extraterritorial Jurisdiction over the Fundamental Right to Data Protection

17:00 – 17:40: Prof. Dan Svantesson (Bond University)
Reforming the Rules of Jurisdiction to Fit the Information Age

17:40 - 18:00: Closing discussion

18:00: Drinks